
Unit V 
Encoding and forward error correction 

 

There are many reasons such as noise, cross-talk etc., which may help data to get 

corrupted during transmission. The upper layers work on some generalized view of network 

architecture and are not aware of actual hardware data processing. Hence, the upper layers 

expect error-free transmission between the systems. Most of the applications would not 

function expectedly if they receive erroneous data. Applications such as voice and video 

may not be that affected and with some errors they may still function well. 

 

Data-link layer uses some error control mechanism to ensure that frames (data bit 

streams) are transmitted with certain level of accuracy. But to understand how errors is 

controlled, it is essential to know what types of errors may occur. 

 

Types of Errors 

There may be three types of errors: 

 Single bit error 

 
In a frame, there is only one bit, anywhere though, which is corrupt. 

 Multiple bits error 

 
Frame is received with more than one bits in corrupted state. 

 Burst error 

 
Frame contains more than 1 consecutive bits corrupted. 

Error control mechanism may involve two possible ways: 

 Error detection 

 Error correction 



Error Detection 

Errors in the received frames are detected by means of Parity Check and Cyclic 

Redundancy Check (CRC). In both cases, few extra bits are sent along with actual data to 

confirm that bits received at other end are same as they were sent. If the counter-check at 

receiver’ end fails, the bits are considered corrupted. 

Parity Check 

One extra bit is sent along with the original bits to make number of 1s either even in 

case of even parity, or odd in case of odd parity. 

The sender while creating a frame counts the number of 1s in it. For example, if even 

parity is used and number of 1s is even then one bit with value 0 is added. This way number 

of 1s remains even.If the number of 1s is odd, to make it even a bit with value 1 is added. 

 

 
 

The receiver simply counts the number of 1s in a frame. If the count of 1s is even and even 

parity is used, the frame is considered to be not-corrupted and is accepted. If the count of 1s 

is odd and odd parity is used, the frame is still not corrupted. 

If a single bit flips in transit, the receiver can detect it by counting the number of 1s. But 

when more than one bits are erroneous, then it is very hard for the receiver to detect the 

error. 

 

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) 

CRC is a different approach to detect if the received frame contains valid data. This 

technique involves binary division of the data bits being sent. The divisor is generated using 

polynomials. The sender performs a division operation on the bits being sent and calculates 

the remainder. Before sending the actual bits, the sender adds the remainder at the end of the 

actual bits. Actual data bits plus the remainder is called a codeword. The sender transmits 

data bits as codewords. 



 
At the other end, the receiver performs division operation on code words using the same 

CRC divisor. If the remainder contains all zeros the data bits are accepted, otherwise it is 

considered as there some data corruption occurred in transit. 

Error Correction 

In the digital world, error correction can be done in two ways: 

 Backward Error Correction  When the receiver detects an error in the data 

received, it requests back the sender to retransmit the data unit. 

 Forward Error Correction  When the receiver detects some error in the data 

received, it executes error-correcting code, which helps it to auto-recover and to 

correct some kinds of errors. 

The first one, Backward Error Correction, is simple and can only be efficiently used where 

retransmitting is not expensive. For example, fiber optics. But in case of wireless 

transmission retransmitting may cost too much. In the later case, Forward Error Correction 

is used. 

To correct the error in data frame, the receiver must know exactly which bit in the 

frame is corrupted. To locate the bit in error, redundant bits are used as parity bits for error 

detection. For example, we take ASCII words (7 bits data), then there could be 8 kind of 

information we need: first seven bits to tell us which bit is error and one more bit to tell that 

there is no error. 



For m data bits, r redundant bits are used. r bits can provide 2r combinations of information. 

In m+r bit codeword, there is possibility that the r bits themselves may get corrupted. So the 

number of r bits used must inform about m+r bit locations plus no-error information, i.e. 

m+r+1. 

 
 

Error Detecting Codes 

In digital communication system errors are transferred from one communication system to 

another, along with the data. If these errors are not detected and corrected, data will be lost . 

For effective communication, data should be transferred with high accuracy .This can be 

achieved by first detecting the errors and then correcting them. 

Error detection is the process of detecting the errors that are present in the data transmitted 

from transmitter to receiver, in a communication system. We use some redundancy codes to 

detect these errors, by adding to the data while it is transmitted from source (transmitter). 

These codes are called “Error detecting codes”. 

Types of Error detection 

1. Parity Checking 

2. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) 

3.  Longitudinal Redundancy Check (LRC) 

4. Check Sum 

 Parity Checking 

Parity bit means nothing but an additional bit added to the data at the transmitter before 

transmitting the data. Before adding the parity bit, number of 1’s or zeros is calculated in the 

data. Based on this calculation of data an extra bit is added to the actual information / data. 

The addition of parity bit to the data will result in the change of data string size. 

This means if we have an 8 bit data, then after adding a parity bit to the data binary string it 

will become a 9 bit binary data string. 

Parity check is also called as “Vertical Redundancy Check (VRC)”. 

There is two types of parity bits in error detection, they are 

 Even parity 

 Odd parity 

Even Parity 



 If the data has even number of 1’s, the parity bit is 0. Ex: data is 10000001 -> parity bit 

0 

 Odd number of 1’s, the parity bit is 1. Ex: data is 10010001 -> parity bit 1 

Odd Parity 

 If the data has odd number of 1’s, the parity bit is 0. Ex: data is 10011101 -> parity bit 0 

 Even number of 1’s, the parity bit is 1. Ex: data is 10010101 -> parity bit 1 

NOTE: The counting of data bits will include the parity bit also. 

The circuit which adds a parity bit to the data at transmitter is called “Parity generator”. The 

parity bits are transmitted and they are checked at the receiver. If the parity bits sent at the 

transmitter and the parity bits received at receiver are not equal then an error is detected. The 

circuit which checks the parity at receiver is called “Parity checker”. 

Messages with even parity and odd parity 

 
 Cyclic  Redundancy Check (CRC) 

A cyclic code is a linear (n, k) block code with the property that every cyclic shift of a 

codeword results in another code word. Here k indicates the length of the message at 

transmitter (the number of information bits). n is the total length of the message after adding 

check bits. (actual data and the check bits). n, k is the number of check bits. 

The codes used for cyclic redundancy check there by error detection are known as CRC 

codes (Cyclic redundancy check codes).Cyclic redundancy-check codes are shortened cyclic 

codes. These types of codes are used for error detection and encoding. They are easily 

implemented using shift-registers with feedback connections. That is why they are widely 
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used for error detection on digital communication. CRC codes will provide effective and high 

level of protection. 

CRC Code Generation 

Based on the desired number of bit checks, we will add some zeros (0) to the actual data. This 

new binary data sequence is divided by a new word of length n + 1, where n is the number of 

check bits to be added . The reminder obtained as a result of this modulo 2- division is added 

to the dividend bit sequence to form the cyclic code. The generated code word is completely 

divisible by the divisor that is used in generation of code. This is transmitted through the 

transmitter. 

Example 

 
At the receiver side, we divide the received code word with the same divisor to get the actual 

code word. For an error free reception of data, the reminder is 0. If the reminder is a non – 

zero, that means there is an error in the received code / data sequence. The probability of 

error detection depends upon the number of check bits (n) used to construct the cyclic code. 

For single bit and two bit errors, the probability is 100 % . 

For a burst error of length n – 1, the probability of error detecting is 100 % . 

A burst error of length equal to n + 1 , the probability of error detecting reduces to 1 – (1/2)n-

1 . 

A burst error of length greater than n – 1 , the probability of error detecting is 1 – (1/2)n . 
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Longitudinal Redundancy Check 

In longitudinal redundancy method, a BLOCK of bits are arranged in a table format (in rows 

and columns) and we will calculate the parity bit for each column separately. The set of these 

parity bits are also sent along with our original data bits. 

Longitudinal redundancy check is a bit by bit parity computation, as we calculate the parity 

of each column individually. 

This method can easily detect burst errors and single bit errors and it fails to detect the 2 bit 

errors occurred in same vertical slice. 

 
Check Sum 

Checksums are similar to parity bits except, the number of bits in the sums is larger than 

parity and the result is always constrained to be zero. That means if the checksum is zero, 

error is detected. A checksum of a message is an arithmetic sum of code words of certain 

length. The sum is stated by means of 1’s compliment and stored or transferred as a code 

extension of actual code word. At receiver a new checksum is calculated by receiving the bit 

sequence from transmitter. 

The checksum method includes parity bits, check digits and longitudinal redundancy check 

(LRC). For example, if we have to transfer and detect errors for a long data sequence (also 

called as Data string) then we divide that into shorter words and we can store the data with a 

word of same width. For each another incoming bit we will add them to the already stored 

data. At every instance, the newly added word is called “Checksum”. 

At receiver side, the received bits checksum is same as that of transmitter’s, there is no error 

found. 

We can also find the checksum by adding all data bits. For example, if we have 4 bytes of 

data as 25h, 62h, 3fh, 52h. 
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Then, adding all bytes we get 118H 

Dropping the carry Nibble, we get 18H 

Find the 2’s complement of the nibble, i.e. E8H 

This is the checksum of the transmitted 4 bits of data. 

At receiver side,to check whether the data is received without error or not, just add the 

checksum to the actual data bits (we will get 200H). By dropping the carry nibble we get 

00H. This means the checksum is constrained to zero. So there is no error in the data. 

In general, there are 5 types of checksum methods like 

 Integer addition checksum 

 One’s complement checksum 

 Fletcher Checksum 

 Adler Checksum 

 ATN Checksum (AN/466) 

Example 

 
As of now we discussed about the error detection codes. But to receive the exact and perfect 

data sequence without any errors, is not done enough only by detecting the errors occurred in 

the data. But also we need to correct the data by eliminating the presence of errors, if any. To 

do this we use some other codes. 

 

Linear Block Codes 
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A block code requires that the message stream be partitioned into blocks of bits (considering 

only binary messages at this stage). Let each block contain k bits, and let these k bits define a 

data-word. The number of data-words is 2k. There is no redundancy in the system, meaning 

that even a single bit error in transmission would convert one data-word into another, which 

of course would constitute an error. 

The data-words can be encoded into code-words which consist of n bits, where n 

                                                k  

 r. The additional r bits are derived from the message bits but are not part of the message. The 

number of possible code-words is 2n, but only 2k of these will contain datawords, and these 

are the ones that are transmitted. It follows that the rest of the codewords are redundant, but 

only in the sense that they do not contribute to the message. (The r additional bits are referred 

to as redundant bits and are also known as parity check bits.) If now errors occur in 

transmission, there is high probability that they will convert the permissible code-words into 

one or another of the redundant words that the decoder at the receiver is designed to 

recognize as an error. It will be noted that the term high probability is used. There is always 

the possibility, however remote, that enough errors occur to transform a transmitted code- 

word into another legitimate codeword in error. 

As a matter of definition, a code is termed  linear when any linear combination of two 

codewords is also a codeword. For binary codewords in particular, the linear operation 

encountered is modulo-2 addition.  

All codes encountered in practice are linear, which has a bearing on the theoretical 

development.The definition is given here for completeness. The theoretical work is not 

required because only the practical properties of interest in satellite communications are 

described. 

A repetition code illustrates some of the general properties of block codes. In a 

repetition code, each bit is considered to be a dataword, in effect, k = 1. For n-redundancy 

encoding, the output of the encoder is n bits, identical to the input bit.  

As an example, consider the situation when n = 3. A binary 1 at the input to the 

encoder results in a 111 code-word at the output, and a binary 0 at the input results in a 000 

code-word at the output. At the receiver, the logic circuits in the decoder produce a 1 when 

111 is present at the input and a 0 when 000 is present. It is assumed that synchronization is 

maintained betweenencoder and decoder. If a codeword other than 111 or 000 is received, 

the decoder detects an error and can request a retransmission (ARQ). 



Forward error correction (FEC) can take place on the basis of a “majority vote.” In this case, 

the logic circuits in the decoder are designed to produce a 1 at the output whenever two or 

three 1s occur in the received codeword (codewords 111, 101, 011, and 110) and a 0 

whenever two or three 0s appear in the codeword (codewords 000, 001, 010, and 100). An 

odd number of “repeats” is used to avoid a tied vote. Errors can still get through if the noise 

results in two or three successive errors in a codeword. For example, if the noise changes a 

111 into a 000 or a 000 into a 111, the output will be in error whether error detection or 

forward error correction (FEC) is used. If two errors occur in a codeword, then the “majority 

vote” method for FEC will result in an error. However, the probability of two or three 

consecutive errors occurring is very much less than the probability of a single error. This 

assumes that the bit energy stays the same, an aspect that is discussed. 

The code rate rc is defined as the ratio of dataword bits to codeword bits (note that although it 

is called a rate, it is not a rate in bits per second): 

rc = k / n  

For a given level of performance (i.e., number of errors detected or corrected), the greater the 

code rate, the more efficient is the code. Codes that are more efficient than repetitive 

encoding are used in practice. 

 

Cyclic Codes 
Cyclic codes are a subclass of linear block codes. They possess the property that a cyclic shift 

of a codeword is also a codeword. For example, if a codeword consists of the elements {c1 c2 

c3 c4 c5 c6 c7}, then {c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c1} is also a codeword. The advantage of cyclic codes is 

that they are easily implemented in practice through the use of shift registers and modulo-2 

adders. Cyclic codes are widely used in satellite transmission, and the properties of the most 

important of these are summarized in the following sections. Only certain combinations of k 

and n are permitted in these codes. As pointed out in Taub and Schilling (1986), a code is an 

invention, and these codes are named after their inventors. 

 

BCH codes 
BCH stands for the names of the inventors, Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghen. These codes 

can correct up to t errors, and where m is any positive integer, the permissible values are n = 

2m - 1 and k ≥ n - mt. The integers m and t are arbitrary, which gives the code designer 



considerable flexibility in choice. Proakis and Salehi (1994) give an extensive listing of the 

parameters for BCH codes, from which the following values have been obtained: 

 
As usual, the code rate is rc = k/n. 

 

Convolution Codes 
Convolution codes are also linear codes. A convolution encoder consists of a shift register 

which provides temporary storage and a shifting operation for the input bits and exclusive-

OR logic circuits which generate the coded output from the bits currently held in the shift 

register. 

In general, k data bits may be shifted into the register at once, and n code bits 

generated. In practice, it is often the case that k = 1 and n = 2, giving rise to a rate 1/2 code. A 

rate 1/2 encoder is illustrated in Fig 1. and this will be used to explain the encoding operation. 

Initially, the shift register holds all binary 0s. The input data bits are fed in continuously at a 

bit rate Rb, and the shift register is clocked at this rate. As the input moves through the 

register, the rightmost bit is shifted out so that there are always 3 bits held in the register. At 

the end of the message, three binary 0s are attached, to return the shift register to its initial 

condition. The commutator at the output is switched at twice the input bit rate so that two 

output bits are generated for each input bit shifted in. At any one time the register holds 3 

bits which form the inputs to the exclusive-OR circuits. 

 
Fig 1 A rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. 



Figure 2 is a tree diagram showing the changes in the shift register as input is moved in, with 

the corresponding output shown in parentheses. At the initial condition, the register stores 

000, and the output is 00. If the first message bit in is a 1, the lower branch is followed, and 

the output is seen to be 11. Continuing with this example, suppose that the next three input 

bits are 001; then the corresponding output is 01 11 11. In other words, for an input 1001 

(shown shaded in Fig. 2), the output, including the initial condition (enclosed here in 

brackets), is [00] 11 01 11 11. From this example it will be seen that any given input bit 

contributes, for as long as it remains in the shift register, to the encoded word. The number of 

stages in the register gives the constraint length of the encoder. Denoting the constraint length 

by m, the encoder is specified by (n, k, m). The example shows a (2, 1, 3) encoder. Encoders 

are optimized through computer simulation. 

At the receiver, the tree diagram for the encoder is known. Decoding proceeds in the 

reverse manner. If, for example, [00] 11 01 11 11 is received, the tree is searched for the 

matching branches, from which the input can be deduced. Suppose, however, that an error 

occurs in transmission, changing the received word to [00] 01 01 11 11; i.e., the error is in the 

first bit following the initial condition. The receiver decoder expects either a 00 or a 11 to 

follow the initial 00; therefore, it has to make the assumption that an error has occurred. If it 

assumes that 00 was intended, it will follow the upper branch, but now a further difficulty 

arises. The next possible pair is 00 or 11, neither of which matches the received code word. 

On the other hand, if it assumes that 11 was intended, it takes the lower branch, and then it 

can match all the following pairs with the branches in the decoding tree. On the basis of 

maximum likelihood, this would be the preferred path, and the correct input 1001 would be 

deduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Fig 2 : The tree diagram for the rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. 
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